
From: Brian Hollingshead [mailto:hollingshead@telus.net]  

Sent: February-20-15 7:07 PM 
Subject: January 2015 Traffic Comments 

Hi all  

 

A few comments on January traffic (see graphs and stats). 

 

This January, both passenger and vehicle traffic down 1.2% and 0.61%, respectively (graph 

1).  No big surprise.  What is a little surprising is that the Majors are down while the Minors are 

up.  Out of character for both groups.  Much of the increase for the Minors is attributable to the 

restoration of the Powell River routes to and from Texada Island and Comox.  They were severely 

compromised due to major terminal work at Powell River and Comox this time last year.  Beyond 

that, a number of Minor routes continue to suffer significant, consistent traffic loss attributable, we 

believe, to both imprudent service cuts and high fares.  These include routes 19 (Gabriola), 21 

(Denman) and 22 (Hornby). 

 

The Year-to-Date traffic (graph 2) shows losses slightly greater than the latest BCF forecast, but 

within reach of it, depending largely on the Feb and Mar weather.  Not surprisingly, the Majors 

are just barely on the plus side while the Minors and the Northern routes are substantially on the 

negative side and destined to stay there for the remainder of the year.  These numbers reflect the 

substantially greater fare increases experienced over the past decade by the Minor and Northern 

routes compared with those on the Majors.  The Minor and Northern traffic losses are consistent 

with those experienced over past years.  The good news is that this is the first year the Majors are 

looking to break even and maybe show a slight increase. 

 

Graph 3 is interesting, comparing January traffic results since January 2006.  I’ve used the POS 

results (the on-line ones don’t go back to 2006), as I wanted to highlight what happened in January 

2009.  You’ll notice that was the best January since 2006.  Bit of a surprise as that was while the 

global economy was coming unglued.  It was also a horrible year for BCF traffic (vehicle traffic 

down 5.3%, passenger traffic down 4.9%, graph 5).  So, what’s missing in this picture?  Aha, it 

was also the January when the government paid for a 33% reduction in all fares!  Given January is 

one of the months with the least discretionary traffic, and the surrounding melodrama at the time, 

the traffic boost is more than remarkable, attesting to the impact of significant fare 

adjustments.  May not be what some want to hear, but it’s quite indisputable. 

 

The Northern routes continue to suffer the consequences of high fares and service cuts.  The minor 

reduction in the 2014 fare hikes was, as suggested at the time, far too little and far too late. 

 

The Real Gap - in recent months, we’ve compared ferry traffic losses to how traffic might have 

grown (graph 5), had it retained its historic relationship with population and GDP, two primary 

ridership determinants.  The 'might have been’ that’s been used was been a modest 1% increase 

which understates the reality.  The most recent Tourism BC Tourism stats (graph 

7) are telling.  Airport arrivals (+7.9%), hotel occupancy (+3.6%), Coquihalla traffic (+9.4%), 

visitor arrivals (+3% to +11%) are all up.  Except BCFerries passenger traffic, which is down 

1.1%.  Tourism BC results, including BCF traffic are based on Jan to Nov data, thus removing the 

Easter bump.   

From the RBC Research Centre, the Real GDP was up 2.8% in 2014.  Employment, up 

0.9%.  Retail sales up 5.3%.   



From BC Stats, Metro Vancouver population is up 1.3%.  Capital Region population, up just 

0.3%, substantially lagging Vancouver growth.   

The measurement of ferry traffic against traffic for the same period in the previous year is valid if 

the world around us is static.  No ferry traffic growth or a slight decline would be plausible.  But 

the world around us is expanding in ways that would normally drive ferry traffic growth.  But that 

growth isn't happening.  Think, the guy sitting on the dock of the bay, watchin' the tide rolling in 

(apologies to Otis).  Water's rising.  But his boat isn't.  Problem here, something’s wrong?  Is there 

a comparison to ferry traffic?  We think so. 

The point is, when tourism is thriving, population is increasing and the GDP is growing, simply 

measuring traffic performance against last year’s performance, while a typical metric, misses the 

point.  The real gap is that between current growth, or lack thereof, and growth in harmony with 

the world around the system.  No growth means the boat is slowly sinking! 

 

This is not to fault BCF, which seems to be caught between the costs of fuel, people and capital 

needs; providing a prescribed service; and a decade of government underfunding.  High fares and 

recent critical service cuts have been the result.  The outcome is that more and more potential 

customers are turning away from ferry travel, choosing to spend their discretionary dollars 

elsewhere.  The meagre traffic stats are the canary in the mine, reflecting the slowly diminishing 

economic and social state of ferry dependent communities.  While fares aren’t the only factor, we 

believe they are the major one. 

 

Any comments, questions or contrary views, please, share them! 

 

Brian 
 


